
the basis for the proving. A detailed description of
the trituration process follows, inspiring for anyone
wishing to conduct their own trituration proving. In
the case of Giant Panda (Ailuropoda melanoleuca)
three separate provings were conducted between
2011 and 2018, with an average of 4-5 provers in
each. Two in Vancouver, one in Montréal; the latter
was a blind proving, the other two were not. 

It’s important to note that all the remedies were
created by the trituration method. The foreword
to McLeod’s book was written by Anneke Hogeland
and Judy Schriebman, authors of The Trituration
Handbook, published in 2008. The experiences
arising while grinding and scraping the raw
substance with mortar and pestle are seen as
forming an integral part of the proving. Similar to
the change in potency brought about by dilution
and succussion, the progression from level to level
in a trituration proving results in shifts and changes
occurring in the information coming from the
substance. In a traditional proving, participants
dose once or twice with a ready prepared remedy,
usually 30c, without knowing what it is and without
being involved in the creation of the remedy.

Physical generals, modalities, etc. are derived
from the provers’ reports. Themes characteristic
of each remedy are stated at the beginning of the
chapter. Not surprisingly perhaps, Ailuropoda
melanoleuca shares much with the milk remedies
and animal remedies in general. Interestingly the
drawings produced by provers are very colourful,
in contrast with the black and white of the Giant
Panda’s markings. 

Many remind me of close-up photographs of
cell division, or flower-like forms. One of the
physical generals of Ailuropoda melanoleuca is
“Sees objects, a colourful prism before eyes.” For
each remedy a core essence or delusion is stated.
In the case of Ailuropoda melanoleuca this is:
“Powerless to stop the exploitation.”

Core delusion of the Northwestern Crow
(Corvus caurinus) is “I never have enough money,
food, or material possessions.” Core delusion of
Istatis tinctoria (Woad) is “I do and take whatever I
want with complete disregard for anyone or
anything else.” Core delusion of the Nemiah Valley
Wild Horse (Equus ferus caballus) is “Frustrated by
restrictions on their freedom.” Core delusion of
Black Kyanite is “Not feeling free to be me.” 

Most of the remedies featuring in this book are
available from Freeman’s Pharmacy in Glasgow and
the author’s website is another source of
information about them:
www.littlemountainhomeopathy.com. She is
interested to hear about cases where these
remedies have been used successfully. !

Helen Tye Talkin PhD, RSHom graduated from the
College of Homeopathy in 1992 following a career in the City
of London as a Eurobond salesperson. She then completed
Jeremy Sherr’s Dynamis School course in 1993, practising in
London until 1998 when she moved to California. Her
studies continued, and she completed a PhD in Somatic
Depth Psychology at Pacifica Graduate Institute. Her
homeopathic practice integrates somatic depth psychology
and homeopathy.
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IMAGINE YOU
ARE AN
ALUMINUM
ATOM:
DISCUSSIONS
WITH “MR
ALUMINUM” 
by Christopher Exley, PhD, FRSB

Reviewed by Peter Smith FSHom

“If one aspect is abundantly clear it is that
aluminum writ large in the etiology of human
disease is already a burgeoning pandemic.” 

Christopher Exley, P.91

If you were not aware of this pandemic before
reading this statement, you will understand how the
author can confidently say this by the time you finish
reading this excellently written book. As homeopaths
whose caseloads will include working with people
displaying the all-pervasive ‘aluminium miasm’, it is
important to understand the mechanism and –
importantly - what might help to attenuate it. 

To cherry pick just 4 diseases out of the 38 listed
in Chapter 12 – together with their rankings from low
[1] to [10] high - in which the involvement of
aluminum has been observed or implicated it is easy
to identify the overwhelming – and very costly -
areas already facing governments of the world in
which they themselves would agree that we face an
unarguable epidemic. 

Why is Exley so worried about aluminium? Firstly,
not only is it abundant in nature but as you will learn

– secondly - it is superreactive. Aluminium has no
useful biological function - and therefore no place -
in living bodies. It’s superreactivity results in it
being bioavailable and easily absorbed. We find
ourselves living in what Exley calls “The Age of
Aluminium”.

“This means in practical terms that when we
encounter aluminium in our everyday lives, our
bodies only see aluminium as an impostor,
something foreign, and something for which we
have not been prepared through biochemical
evolution. This in turn means that all of our
encounters with aluminium are adventitious
random and chaotic. There is no aluminium
homeostasis, no protection against it, no
controlled elimination.”

He intelligibly explains simple aluminium
biochemistry, where aluminium is found in the
body, the body burden of aluminium; outlining the
many different ways that we are exposed to
aluminium and the difficulty in not only measuring
it but, as consumers, avoiding exposure where
possible. Based on his original PhD research he
discovered that silicon protected against the
toxicity of aluminium in salmon, his solution to
keeping ahead of the build-up of aluminum, he
himself drinks silicon-rich mineral water. 

“What we have proven, in what already feels like
a lifetime of science, is that when silicic acid is
bound by aluminium hydroxide it forms what we
have called hydroxyaluminosilicates … these
small amorphous solids … should remain small
enough for long enough to be filtered from the
blood by the kidney.” 

While he is convinced that his hypothesis is
correct, he points out that it is only a hypothesis
and remains to be proven. Studies in relation to
Alzheimer’s disease and Multiple Sclerosis (SPMS)
unequivocally demonstrated the effectiveness of
silicon rich water in lowering the body burden of
aluminium. !

Peter C K Smith FSHom trained at the College of
Homeopathy from 1981 to 1984. In practice in Cornwall since
then, in September 1988 he became involved in the notorious
water poisoning in North Cornwall in and around Camelford in
July 1988. Forming the NCHP (North Cornwall Homeopathic
Project) he worked pro bono until his work was finally funded -
in a completely blinded fashion – after an approach to South
West Water plc, the new company formed after privatisation.
(SWW had offered help to the NHS and his clients felt the
NCHP’s work also merited support.) Eventually, from 1988 –
1994 the NCHP worked with 1% of the 20,000 people exposed
to the water. SWW withdrew funding following the legal case
that ensued. Becoming overwhelmed by the numbers coming
forward, he was latterly helped by the late Robert Davidson for
2 years, who came to Cornwall monthly. The NCHP also worked
closely with Doreen Skudder, founder of the Lowermoor
Support Group throughout, with whose tireless help much
essential epidemiological data-gathering was carried out.

Published by Skyhorse Publishing, 
New York (2020)
Paperback 176 pages
Price £22.99
ISBN: 9781510762534

!“ Intelligibly explains simple aluminum biochemistry, where aluminum is
found in the body, the body burden of aluminum; outlining the many

different ways that we are exposed to aluminum. ”

THE ART OF
PROVING
by Sonya McLeod, BA, DCH

Reviewed by Helen Tye Talkin PhD, RSHom

Canadian homeopath Sonya McLeod has written a
substantial book introducing us to nine new
remedies: Albino “Ghost” Redwood (Sequoia
sempervirens), Northwestern Crow (Corvus
caurinus), Herkimer Diamond, Woad (Isatis
tinctoria), The Nemiah Valley Wild Horse (Equus
ferus caballus), Angelite (Blue Anhydrite), Black
Kyanite, Raccoon Fur (Procyon lotor), and Giant
Panda (Ailuropoda melanoleuca). 

I flipped straight to the last remedy, as my
youngest daughter was obsessed with pandas from
an early age. An obsession it seems she shared
with the family member of one of the provers, who
obtained some naturally molted panda fur from a
mother and her cub while volunteering at a panda
breeding centre in Sichuan Province, China in 2011. 

The prover who was given the fur by her family
member wrote a poem about Panda that is included
in the book along with drawings and paintings
produced by provers. Artwork created by provers of
all the remedies are valued along with the written
text as authentic expressions of the remedy. 

Structure of the book
Each chapter begins with etymology and
mythology surrounding the substance and then
explains where the raw material for the remedy
was sourced. For example, “What locals and
experts think of Northwestern Crows” includes
that “they are judged harshly because they steal
other birds’ eggs and have a tendency to gang up
on other animals.” 

A feather was cut into fine pieces and used as
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REPTILES
by Frans Vermeulen

Reviewed by Tina Burchill FSHom (Honorary)

This comprehensive book simply titled Reptiles is
the latest of Frans Vermeulen’s Materia Medica
collections, a solid tome with an eye-catching cover
that immediately draws the reader to look inside.

This first impression is a fitting one for a work
that begins in its preface with a description of the
alluring nature of reptiles – fascinated or repulsed
by them, we are, says Vermeulen, “mesmerised”. 

While this is particularly true of the snakes, this
book invites us to spread our homeopathic wings
and think beyond the most commonly used of the
reptile remedies Lachesis and Crotalus. Indeed it
promises much – sufficient basis for the
prescription of a further 60 reptile remedies as
well as the 43 that have provings. 

Reptiles and the human psyche
The book begins as you would expect with an
overview of general reptilian traits, providing a
breakdown of characteristics usefully divided into
sections that includes zoological information as
well as an overview of their significant place in the
human psyche. 

We learn many facts and some fiction, for
example, reptiles aren’t cold blooded as is
commonly believed, they are ectothermic - that is,
they use outside energy sources to regulate their

body temperature, a positive survival advantage in
many environments.

Easy to navigate chapters follow, covering
crocodilians, dinosaurs, lizards, snakes, turtles and
tortoises, and finally worm lizards. Of course, the
section on snakes is by far the largest chapter and
is further broken down into family groups. Indeed,
the author claims this is the only homeopathic
resource that classifies snakes into their correct
zoological families. 

But the chapter offers much more than
classifications, bringing together a wealth of
information from snake legends, to serpent
worship and snake metaphors, along with the
different effects of snake venoms in the body and
their uses in conventional medicine.

Solid basis for prescription?
While this is undoubtedly a valuable and
meticulously put together resource for
homeopathic practitioners, my one criticism is that I
am not convinced that it lives up to its promise of
offering a solid basis for the prescription of those
reptiles for which there is currently no homeopathic
information from provings or clinical use. 

While this book includes detail from an
extensive reviewing of medical articles and reports
on envenomation that does provide relevant
information in some cases, there are reptiles
included in this book for which very little is
presented. I wonder if it might have been more
useful to streamline and exclude those with such
limited details.

Repiles and humans
Overall however, this book is a thoroughly
comprehensive and fascinating collation of
information from a wide range of disciplines,
sources and cultures, offering insight not just on
reptiles themselves but also on their place in the
natural world and their relationship to human
beings. !

Tina Burchill FSHom (Honorary) is a former editor of
the Society of Homeopaths journal and Newsletter, and has
written widely about health and homeopathy in national
magazines and newspapers.

She qualified from the School of Homeopathy in 2005 and
after 10 years running a busy part time practice in Leicester,
she mostly retired from homeopathic practice when she
moved to Devon in 2015. Since then she has trained as a
wilderness rites of passage guide and gained an MA in Myth
and Ecology. 
Her work for the Society spanned some 15 years and she was
awarded a Society Fellowship in 2018 in recognition of her
contribution.
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